


Life is confusing; life is challenging; sometimes it feels like you don’t want to do anything.
However, we just need to look closely into the parts that give you happiness. Life doesn’t just
come with bad times, but good ones too. If we don’t enjoy them the bad feelings would
overcome your life. You don’t flourish a hundred percent of your lifetime. Many times people try
to impede your progress. I created a painting that represented my seventh grade year: hard times
come but good news will follow after you go through it.

The blue color on a bumpy surface represents more of a boring feeling which took over my
7th grade year. The times with nothing to excite you or make you mad just leaves you heart
empty of emotions and brain-drained of the will to do anything and react with a smile, leaving
you bored and empty. The emptiness pushes commands in my brain to just stop functioning. For
example, the times of me being in my history, (in my opinion the most boring class) just reminds
me of the blue bumpy color feeling. When my teacher was giving us a lecture about an ancient
civilization and how they got their name, it almost made me sleep. The time with loneliness just
takes the enthusiasm from my heart and fills it with nothing to replace it.

This soon changed, though, The smooth light green color typifies the happiness that filled my
7th grade year. The feeling of smoothness and the sight of green bursts a splash of joy. It feels
like a joyful-active day. It feels as smooth as butter. The light tone makes you start hearing
peaceful noises of birds chirping, and it makes your heart calm down. For instance, the time
when I had a field trip to Great America, was the exact feeling I felt that you get from a smooth
light green color. The ardent feeling to go on the rides filled my friends and I with joyful-thrilling
thoughts.

When I look at my painting, I see all the emotions I felt in my confusing 7th grade. I had a lot
of boring times yet I still had a lot of fun and happiness too. The emotions were like solving a
1,000,000 piece puzzle, confusing and exhausting. Life can be filled with surprises which might
be bad, although at the end of it you will get the good you deserve. To ensure a good life all you
need to do is do hard work to pass the hard part of your life and then earn the perfect life.


